Version 2

Skyskrapa - simple and colorful sweater for kids
Skyskrapa is a easy and fun children's sweater that is knitted from top to bottom without seams. Choose five favorite colors
in soft and comfortable Alpe, our DK weight pure wool yarn.
YARN Alpe (100% wool, OEKO-TEX certified, ca 109 yd/150 m / 50 g)
ALTERNATIVE YARN Järbo yarn group 3 or a yarn that fits your gauge.
GAUGE Aprox.19 m x 22 v = 2,5 x 2,5 inches in pattern on 4.5 mm needles.
SIZES CL 44-46 (50-56) 62-68 (74-80) 86-92 (98-104) 110-116 (122-128) 134-140 cl.
SIZES AGE Premature (0-2 months) 2-6 months (6-12 months) 1-2 years (2-4 years) 4-6 years (6-8 years) 8-10 years
FINISHED CHEST Aprox. 44 (48) 54 (61) 63 (65) 67 (71) 77 cm
CABLE NEEDLES 4 och 4,5 mm (choose a cable that fits the chest size of your sweater)
DPN:s 4 och 4,5 mm for ribbing, yoke and sleeves (or cable needles for Magic Loop)
NOTIONS 4 stitch markers in different colors. Tapestry needle for sewing in ends.
Yarn Colors and Amounts:
Choose your favorite colors and create your own unique sweater.
You will need 1 MC and 4 CC.
Col. A (Main color): Approx. Ca 50(65)75(85)100(120)140(180)200 g (color 36102, x-mas red)
Col. B: Approx. 11(15)20(25)30(35)45(75)85 g (fg 36115, azalea pink)
Col. C: Approx. 11(15)20(25)30(35)45(75)85 g (fg 36116, vanilla white)
Col. D: Approx. 11(15)20(25)30(35)45(75)85 g (fg 36104, royal lilac)
Col. E: Approx. 11(15)20(25)30(35)45(75)85 g (fg 36109, canary yellow)
Here you'll find a blog post with videos and pictures that will help you throught the project!
ABBREVIATIONS
M1L = Increase a left leaning stitch
M1R = Increase a right leaning stitch
BEGIN YOKE
Cast on 64 (68) 72 (76) 76 (76) 80 (80) 84 stitches with color A on DPN:s or needles suiteble for Magic Loop. Place a marker for
beginning of round (marker A).
Knit rib (k2, p2) in 2 (2) 2 (2,5) 2,5 (2,5) 3 (3) 3 cm.
Now it's time for increases! Marker A shows beginning of round and at the same time left back shoulder.
On the next round, place markers for raglan increases as follows:
K 23 (24) 25 (26) 26 (26) 27 (27) 28 (back stitches), place marker B, K9 (10) 11 (12) 12 (12) 13 (13) 14 (right arm), place marker C,
K23 (24) 25 (26) 26 (26) 27 (27) 28, (front) place marker D, K9 (10) 11 (12) 12 (12) 13 (13) 14 (left arm).
YOKE
Round 1 (increase round): Slip marker A, k1, * M1L, knit to 1 stitch before marker B, M1R, K1. Slip marker B, K1, M1L, knit to 1 stitch
before marker C, M1R, K1, slip marker C, K1, M1L, knit to 1 stitch before marker D, M1R, K1, slip marker D, K1, M1L, knit to 1 stitch
before marker A, M1R, k1. = 8 stitches increased.
Round 2: Knit all stitches, move markers as you pass them.
Repeat round 1 and 2 a further 8 (9) 11 (14) 15 (15) 16 (18) 20 times.
For the three smallest sizes continue to knit around without increases until the yoke measures 10 (11) 12 cm including rib.
Now you have got 136 (148) 168 (196) 204 (204) 216 (232) 252 stitches in total. 27 (30) 35 (42) 44 (44) 47 (51) 56 for each arm, 41
(44) 49 (56) 58 (58) 61 (65) 70 for back and front.
Put sleeve stitches aside
Knit to maker B, remove marker and put all stitches on scrap yarn. Remove marker C.
Cast on 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (2) 1 (1) 2 new stitches on your right needle.
Place a new BOR marker. Cast on 0 (1) 2 (1) 1 (2) 2 (2) 2 new stitches on your right needle.
Knit to marker D, remove marker and put all stitches on scrap yarn. Cast on 1 (2) 3 (2) 2 (4) 3 (3) 4 new stitches on your right needle.
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K to new BOR marker. K one round. Time for stranded knitting!
PATTERN
The pattern consist of MC plus four different CC:s that together form five striped sections. Pattern is knitted in the same way on both
body and sleeves.
Each size has it's own number of rounds in every stripe section, as described in the diagram.
Do you prefer a longer sweater? Add one or more rounds on each stripe section!
Change to larger needles.
Knit a total of 25 (30) 35 (35) 40 (45) 50 (70) 75 rounds in stripe pattern.
K one round with A.
Body measures 11,5 (13,5) 16 (16) 18,5 (20,5) 22,5 (32) 34 cm.
RIBBING
Change to smaller needle and knit rib for 2 (2) 2 (2,5) 2,5 (2,5) 3 (3) 3 cm. Make a stretchy bind off.
SLEEVES
Both sleeves are knitted the same.
Slip sleeve stitches to 4.5 mm DPN:s or Magic Loop needles.
Pick up 1 (1) 2 (1) 2 (2) 2 (2) 2 stiches under the arm with color A. Place a marker for BOR. Pick up 0 (1) 3 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 2 stitches,
Knit onw round, stop at BOR.
Knit stripe pattern according to digram. When finished, change to smaller needles and color A and decrease 4 (4) 4 (8) 8 (8) 12 (12)
12 evenly.
K rib for 2,5 (2,5) 2,5 (3) 3 (3) 3,5 (3,5) 3,5 cm, make a stretchy bind off.
Sleeves measures approx. 13,5 (15,5) 18 (18,5) 21 (21) 25,5 (34,5) 37 cm.
FINISHING TOUCH
Sew in ends. Soak sweater, dry flat.
SCHEMATIC
A = 10 (11) 12 (13,5) 14 (14,5) 15,5 (17) 18,5 cm
B = 44 (48) 54 (61) 63 (65) 67 (71) 77 cm
C = 14,5 (17) 21 (23) 25 (25) 27 (29) 31,5 cm
D = 13,5 (15,5) 18 (18,5) 21 (21) 25,5 (35) 37 cm
E = 13,5 (15,5) 18 (18,5) 20,5 (23) 25,5 (35) 37 cm
CHART
Chart shows size 44-48 cl.
For all sizes: read down below how many rounds you should knit for each stripe section. Every section has the same stitch count.
Section 1: Knit 5 (6) 7 (7) 8 (9) 10 (14) 15 rounds in total.
Section 2: Knit 5 (6) 7 (7) 8 (9) 10 (14) 15 rounds in total.
Section 3: Knit 5 (6) 7 (7) 8 (9) 10 (14) 15 rounds in total.
Section 4: Knit 5 (6) 7 (7) 8 (9) 10 (14) 15 rounds in total.
Section 5: Knit 5 (6) 7 (7) 8 (9) 10 (14) 15 rounds in total.
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Tips & Shortcuts
Yarn alternative: Please be aware that the gauge (tension), yarn quantity and the shape of the work varies if you use another yarn
(even in the same yarn group).
To avoid problems: Read entirely through the pattern before you begin.
Gauge (tension): Always knit/crochet a gauge swatch according to the recommendations. If you get a different gauge, try with a
smaller or larger needle size. If the gauge isn't correct the work may be a different shape and size.
To make it easier to follow the instructions, use a colored pencil or highlighter to mark your size.
Chart: To make it easier to follow the chart, use a ruler under the on-going row.
Tips för hand dyed yarn: Make sure you have enough yarn to complete your project. The colors may vary from time to time. To get
a smooth color mix, you can alternate between two skeins: knit two rows from one and two rows from another skein.

Abbreviations
Knitting
alt=alternately, approx.=approximately, beg=begin, bl=back loop, BO=bind off, cc=contrasting color, cn=cable needle, CO=cast on,
col=color, cont=continue, dec=decrease, dpn(s)=double-pointed needles, fl=front loop, g st=garter stitch, inc=increase, k1f&b=knit in
front and back loop of same stitch, k=knit (stitch), k2tog=knit two stitches together (right-slanting decrease), kw=knitwise, LH=left
hand needle, m=marker, mm=millimeters, mc=main color, p=purl (stitch), patt=pattern, pm=place marker, pw=purlwise, rep=repeat,
rnd(s)=round/rounds, RH=right hand needle, RS=right side, sl=slip, sl m=slip marker, ssk=slip, slip, knit, st(s)=stitches, St
st=stockinette stitch, tog=together, WS=wrong side, wyib=with yarn in back, wyif=with yarn in front, yo=yarn over
Crocheting
approx.=approximately, beg=begin, bl=back loop, ch=chain stitch, col=color, cont=continue, dc=double crochet, dec=decrease,
dtr=double treble crochet, fl=front loop, hdc=half double crochet, htr=half treble crochet, inc=increase, m=marker, mc=main color,
rep=repeat, rnd/rnds=round/rounds, RS=right side, sc=single crochet, sl st=slip stitch, sts=stitches, tog=together, tr=treble crochet, tr
tr=triple treble crochet, WS=wrong side, yo=yarn over
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